This paper addresses content based video retrieval. First, we present an overview of a video retrieval framework and related approaches. Second, we consider two important applications of video retrieval nowadays which are video retrieval based on human face and video retrieval based on generic object categories. The goal is to develop approaches which require lowest annotation cost or computational cost while achieving competitive accuracy so that they can facilitate building scalable and comprehensive video retrieval systems.
Introduction
Video retrieval refers to the task of retrieving the most relevant videos in a video collection, given a user query. A robust video retrieval system can bring benefits to a wide range of multimedia applications such as news video analysis, video-on-demand broadcasting, commercial video analysis, digital museums or video surveillance. In the past, when video collections are relatively small, video retrieval can be done using keywords manually annotated by specialist. However, due to recent exponential growth of video data supported by advances in multimedia technology, manual annotation has been no longer tractable. Consequently, it creates a great demand on automatic video retrieval systems.
In general, a video itself contains multiple types of information including embedded video metadata (e.g. title, description, creation date, author, copyright, duration, video format), audio content, and visual content. In the context of this paper, we address video retrieval systems based on information derived from visual content only.
Content based video retrieval
Building a video retrieval system requires solutions to several problems. We briefly introduce parts of a
Video parsing
Videos are usually organized as a hierarchical structure of scenes, shots, and frames (illustrated in Fig. 2 ). The goal of video parsing is to divide a video into a set of such structural elements. Depending on application, video elements of a corresponding type will be used as the fundamental processing units. For instance, object based video retrieval may need to analyze videos at frame level. Meanwhile, event based video retrieval mainly targets to shots.
Video parsing is a prerequisite step towards video content analysis and indexing. Approaches for video parsing includes scene segmentation, shot boundary detection, and keyframe selection.
Shot boundary detection. A shot is defined as a sequence of frames captured by a single camera operation. The interruptions between camera operations indicate the shot boundaries, thus make frames in a shot strongly correlated each other. There are two basic categories of shot boundaries, depending on the transitions between shots. A shot boundary is categorized as CUT if the transition between shots is abrupt. An abrupt transition occurs in a single frame only. Otherwise, if a transition spreads over a number of frames, the shot boundary is called gradual transition (GT). Gradual transitions are mainly created by editing effects. Shot boundary detection (SBD) aims at detecting such transitions between consecutive shots.
Shot boundary detection approaches are usually based on measuring the dissimilarities between frames of which visual features are extracted. The dissimilarities between pairs of consecutive frames or between frames within a window [2] can be measured using several types of distance such as 1-norm cosine distance, Euclidean distance, histogram intersection distance, the chi squared distance [2] , [3] , or the Earth Mover s distance [1] . Using the measured dissimilarities, shot boundaries are detected by either thresholding [4] , [5] , graph partitioning [19] , or applying learned classifiers.
Keyframe selection. Consecutive frames within a sequence (i.e. a video or a shot) are highly redundant. Thus, a set of certain frames which best reflect content of the sequence should be selected to represent the sequence. Such frames are called keyframes or representative frames. The ultimate goal of keyframe selection is to eliminate redundant frames while reserving salient frames as much as possible.
Recent approaches to keyframe selection mainly target to minimize the dissimilarities between each selected keyframe with its neighboring frames, or maximizing dissimilarities between the selected frames. Approaches of the first strategy include clustering based and curve simplification based approaches. On the other hand, approaches following the second strategy consist of those based on sequentially selecting a keyframe which is significant different to the previous selected keyframe [6] , or minimizing the correlations between keyframes within the selected set. Scene segmentation. A video usually consist of scenes, where each scene may contain one or more shots. Shots of a scene are about the same subject or theme. Thus, scenes are also known as story units and they are at higher semantic level than shots. Scene segmentation is to decompose a video into scenes. Regarding to [18] , scene segmentation approaches can be divided into four categories mostly depending on their strategy such as merging, splitting, statistical modeling, and boundary classification.
Merging based approaches gradually merge similar shots to form a scene following a bottom up style [8] . In contrast, splitting based approaches split the whole video into separate coherent scenes using a top down style [9] . With approaches based on statistical model, they aim at constructing statistical models of shots such as stochastic Monte Carlo [7] , GMM [10] , or a unified energy minimization framework [12] for scene segmentation. With boundary classification based approach, they extract features of shot boundaries and then use them to classify the shot boundaries as scene or non scene boundaries [11] .
Feature extraction
Given video elements parsed by video parsing approaches, the next crucial step to construct a video retrieval system is to extract features from the video ele-ments so that they can be used for video content analysis. Common features include features extracted from static keyframes and motion features extracted from sequences of frames.
Static keyframes are the basic video elements reflecting video content. Feature of static keyframes are basically derived from colors, textures, and shapes in keyframes or their regions. Recent works usually employ Bag-of-Visual-Word (BoVW) model borrowed from text retrieval for feature presentation. Visual words (i.e. salient regions) are first extracted from keyframes. They are then used to compose histograms of visual words representing individual keyframes or shots. Because such features are extracted from static keyframes, they can not capture motions which are mainly caused by camera movements and foreground object movements in videos. Motion features play a significant role in video indexing and retrieval by events or human actions.
Content analysis
The aim of content analysis is to analyze videos so that they can be indexed and retrieved by their content. The indexed terms are of several types including common patterns, video genres [13] , [14] , events [15] , human actions, object categories or concepts appearing in the videos [16] , [27] . Video content analysis requires techniques for mining patterns of interest in videos, video classification and annotation.
Recent approaches for video classification and annotation follow a typical strategy. First, low level features are extracted. Then, related category or concept classifiers are trained. Finally, the classifiers are used to map the features of video elements (e.g., videos, shots, frames) to the corresponding labels of the concepts or categories. Basically, the main challenge is to handle the semantic gap between low level feature extracted from videos and semantic concepts perceived by human being (e.g., video genres, events, object categories). However, it is well known that bridging the semantic gap is challenging due the variations in visual appearance of semantic concepts. Furthermore, human participation, in the form of manual annotation, is always required in order to train classifiers. This makes video annotation and classification approaches inflexible as they are applied to different domains.
Query formation
Query formation is at the online stage of a video retrieval system. As a query is given, the retrieval system perform retrieval by applying similarity estimation approaches or simply scanning over an index table to return most relevance video elements in accordance with the query.
To formulate a query, users usually submit an example which visually represents what they want to search. This type of query is called query-by-example. Depending on the application as well as users' interest, the example can be a whole image, a bounding region of object of interest in an image, or a sketch [17] . Queryby-example is very useful when users want to search for the same object or scene under slightly varying circumstances and when the example images are available indeed. If proper example images are not available, it is impossible to perform searching. Query-by-example is considered as non semantic based video query type since it can not capture the semantic search intention from the example. Once again, this is due to the semantic gap. To narrow such a semantic gap, one way is to use textual keywords in queries which describe what the user wants to search. However, this would require a textual annotation of the retrieved video dataset. Manually annotating the dataset is extremely expensive.
Query-by-concept paradigm is yet another way to bridge the semantic gap between users' search intention and visual video content. With this paradigm, users can select a predefined concept, after which the retrieval system return relevant video elements based on presence of the concept detected by concept detectors or video annotation and classification approaches. By doing this, the semantic consistence between users' search intention and visual content of videos is kept. Furthermore, it bypasses the limitation of query-by-example paradigm such as needed existence of example image. However, because the concepts are predefined, the retrieval system cannot support searching concepts out of the cope. And, human participation is required in order to train the detectors.
Similarity estimation
Video similarity estimation play an important role in a content based video retrieval system. The choice of approaches depends on the query type.
Feature-based similarity estimation. This is mostly for query-by-example paradigm. The most direct measure of similarity between video elements and a query is the distance between their extracted features. According to different user demands, features of static keyframes, object features can be used to measure their similarity. However, selecting appropriate types of feature is one of the most critical problems. Furthermore, the estimation process is costly and time consuming if the dataset is huge.
Concept-based similarity estimation. Matching the name of each concept with query terms is the simplest way of finding the videos that satisfy the query. Basically, if the concept detection is done for all videos of the retrieved dataset in the offline stage, the retrieval system can respond to users' search request in constant time by scanning an inverted index table. If users retrieve multiple concepts simultaneously, returned videos elements can be ranked by voting. The limitation of this approach is that it only supports searching certain concepts with corresponding trained classifiers in advance.
Motivations and addressed problems
Firstly, scalability is no longer a plus feature but a definite requirement of nowadays video retrieval systems due to the exponential growth of video data. Applications involving video retrieval can hardly be practical if the system is not scalable. Investigating scalable approaches is therefore importance to content-based video retrieval.
A system is defined to be scalable if it can be easily extended to handle a much larger amount of data and its overall consumption of resources increase gracefully with the size of the database. In other words, the key factor that affects scalability of a system is its costeffectiveness. There are two main types of cost possibly consumed by a content-based video retrieval systems: computational cost and human annotation cost. Human annotation cost can be regarded as the amount of manual annotation needed in developing the system such as annotation for training classifiers in content analysis approaches. Minimizing these costs is essential to achieve scalable retrieval systems. In accordance with that, following issues come into being: 1) how to reduce the costs in most expensive processes e.g. similarity estimation and content analysis ? and 2) how to balance cost-effectiveness and accuracy of a contentbased video retrieval system while cost-effectiveness is usually inversely proportional to accuracy ? These issues must be considered in developing scalable retrieval system.
Secondly, despite a great deal of progress has been made in some of the core aspects of video retrieval, there is still much more room for improvement especially when scalability is taken into account. In the following, we present our scalable approaches for video retrieval based on matching faces and object categorization.
Face retrieval in large-scale datasets
Building a robust video retrieval system based on face is not a trivial task because of the fact that the imaged appearance of a face changes dramatically under large variations in poses, facial expressions, and complex capturing conditions. Moreover, efficiency is also an issue in such a face retrieval system because the scales of available datasets are rapidly getting larger, for instance, exceeding thousands of hours of videos with millions of faces belonging to hundreds of characters.
A face retrieval system generally consists of two main steps. The first step is extracting the appearance of faces in videos. The second step is matching the extracted ones with a given query to return a ranked list. Whereas conventional approaches take into consideration single face images as the basic units in extracting and matching [20] - [22] , recently proposed approaches have shifted toward the use of sets of face images called face-tracks. A face-track contains multiple face images belonging to the same individual character within a video shot. The face images in a face-track may present the corresponding character from different viewpoints and with different facial expressions (as shown in Fig. 3) . By exploiting the plenteous information from the multiple exemplar faces in the face-tracks, face-track-based approaches are expected to achieve a more robust and stable performance. In this work, we addressed scalable approaches for both face-track extraction and face-track matching.
Face-track extraction
We propose a point tracker based face-track extraction approach, which is very efficient compared to approaches using an affine covariance region tracker or face clustering. The basic idea is that if two faces detected in different frames share a large amount of similar point tracks (i.e. trajectories of tracked points) passing through both of them, they are likely to be faces of the same character.
Assuming some points are generated and tracked through frames of a shot, we have the output of the tracking process as a set of tracking trajectories. One trajectory is for one generated point. We call such tra- 
where
and N c are the number of tracks of types (a), (b), and (c). If CGM(A, B)
is larger or equal to a certain threshold, the two faces, A and B, are grouped into one face-track. To make point tracks reliable and sufficient in number for grouping faces of multiple characters throughout a shot, we introduce techniques to handle problems due to flash lights, partial occlusions, and scattered appearances of characters.
When flash lights occur in a frame, they significantly change the intensity of the frame. Thus, the tracker cannot track points properly. To handle such problems, frames containing flash lights should be removed (called flash-frames). We measure the luminosity of the frames in the video shot. If the luminosity of a frame is significantly increased compared with its neighbors, the frame is declared to be a flash-frame and removed.
On the other hand, to handle partial occlusion and scattered appearances of characters, we detect and remove incorrectly tracked points whose tracks only pass through one of the two faces. Additional points are generated to replace those that have been removed. We test our proposed approach for face-track extraction on 8 video sequences from different video broadcasting stations including NHK News 7, ABC News, and CNN News. We directly compare our approach with the state-of-the-art approach proposed by Everingham et al. [23] in our experiment.
Experimental results (shown in Table 1 ) indicate that our proposed techniques and solutions are robust and efficient enough for extracting face-tracks in real-world news videos by successfully extracting 94% of all facetracks. Our approach outperforms the approach in [23] . In terms of speed, our approach is approximately 2 times slower than that of Everingham et al. However, our complexity is somehow linear to the total number of faces. Meanwhile, Everingham et al. compared all pairs of faces in the shot. Their complexity is polynomial to the total number of faces. If the number of faces increases, the gap will be narrowed rapidly.
Face-track matching
Several approaches for matching face-tracks have been proposed. Although these approaches have shown high accuracy in benchmark datasets, their high computational costs limit their practical applications in largescale datasets. This motivates us to target a matching approach which is extremely efficient while achieving a competitive performance with state-of-the-art approaches.
To maintain competitive accuracy, we keep using multiple faces of a face-track. However, instead of using all the faces in a face-track, we propose to subsample faces of a face-track regarding their temporal order of appearance. The neighboring range is controlled by a variable, k. With a given value of k, our approach starts by temporally dividing the face-track into k equal parts. The middle face of each part is selected to represent all faces within the part. Given k selected faces from the face-track and their extracted facial features, the face-track becomes a set of k points distributed in a feature space. We compute the mean point to represent the set. The distance between two sets now relies on the distance between their mean points. In other words, if the mean point is called a mean face, the similarity between two face-tracks corresponds to the distance between their mean faces. We call our approach k-Faces.
We conduct experiments on two large-scale facetrack datasets obtained from real-world news videos. One dataset contains 1,497 face-tracks of 41 characters extracted from 370 hours of TRECVID videos. The other dataset provides 5,567 face-tracks of 111 characters observed from a television news program (NHK News 7) over 11 years. All face-tracks are automatically extracted using our proposed face-track extraction approach. We make both datasets publically accessible 1) . A statistical overview of the datasets are given in Fig. 4 . We compared k-Faces with several approaches, including those based on pair-wise distances (min-min), MSM [24] , and CMSM [25] .
The results (shown in Table 2 ) generally demonstrate that our proposed approach is extremely efficient while achieving performance comparable with that of state- of-the-art approaches. More details are presented in [28] .
Object categorization for video retrieval
Video retrieval based-on concepts such as predefined object categories requires an object categorization approach which is to detect presences of the object categories in video at frame-level. Basically, such an approach require annotated data for learning object classifiers. To reduce annotation cost thus make the approach more scalable, annotations are given at image level instead of region level. Label of an image indicates whether the image contains an object but not its location. Low categorization accuracy may result since object region and background region within one image share the same label. To eliminate labeling ambiguity, we investigate Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) based object categorization approaches.
In MIL setting, groups and their samples are usually called bags and instances. A training group is labeled positive, if it has at least one positive instance. Otherwise, it is labeled as a negative bag. Given training labels are for groups, MIL approaches can learn to classify samples of the groups. If we consider a bag as an image (i.e., frame) and instances in the bag as sub-windows in the image, MIL approaches can be applied to detect object regions. However, one drawback of existing MIL approaches is that they disregard the correlations or spatial relations between sub-windows (i.e. instances) within an image (i.e. bag) in their iterative learning process. Such relations between sub-windows can be clearly observed as: if a sub-windows is said containing an object, its highly overlapped subwindows should contain the object also. We propose to improve the approaches by incorporating spatial information into learning. By doing so, the proposed approach improves categorization accuracy, compared to existing approaches. It therefore achieves a better balance between annotation cost and accuracy. Let denote x mm (I) as the instance of bag B I that has the highest positive score. And, SR(x mm (I), T ) is the set of x mm (I) and instances that surround x mm (I) with respect to the overlap parameter T . An instance belongs to SR(x mm (I), T ) if its overlap degree with x mm (I) is greater or equal to T , where 0 < T ≤ 1. The overlap degree between two instances (i.e. sub-windows) is the fraction of their overlap area over their union area. Then, our formulated objective can be presented as follows.
The constraints express that, if a sub-window in an image is classified as a positive instance, its neighboring sub-windows should be positive also. For example, if a sub-window tightly covers an object, its slightly surrounding sub-windows also contain that object.
Optimization by support vector machine
Our formulation can be cast as a mixed integer program in which the integer variables are the selectors of x mm (I) and the instances in SR(x mm (I), T ). This problem is hard to solve for the global optimum. However, we exploit the fact that if the integer variables are given, the problem reduces to a quadratic programming (QP) problem that can be completely solved. Based on that insight, we propose solution have an outer loop and an inner loop. The outer loop sets the values for the integer variables. Meanwhile, the inner loop trains a standard SVM. The outer loop stops if none of the integer variables changes in consecutive rounds. An illustration of a learning round is given in Fig. 5 . We then obtain the SVM classifier for sub-window (i.e. instances) classification. Given an unlabeled image (i.e. bag), the classifier can be used to classify the image by finding the sub-window that maximizes the score of the sub-window classifier. If this score is positive, the image is said to be positive, which means it contains the object of interest. In addition, the subwindow yielding the maximum score is the most representative region in the image for the presence of the object.
We perform experiments on benchmark Caltech-4 and Caltech-101 datasets. Images and sub-windows are presented by using standard Bag-of-Visual-Words model. We compare the proposed approach to the original SVM-based MIL approaches (mi-SVM and MI-SVM, introduced by Andrews et al. [26] ) and two other standard approaches called GSC and MA. GSC and MA are SVM-based classifier trained at image level and sub-windows level respectively. Table 3 shows that our proposed approach outperforms other approaches by integrating spatial information into learning. In addition, we learned that accuracy can be improved up to 91.58% on Caltech-101 dataset if the proposed approach is combined with the GSC in a generalize stacking framework. The reason is because the combined classifiers complement each other. The GSC captures the global scene configuration in which an object ap- pear. Meanwhile, our approach is good at identifying local regions which best represent the object.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce approaches towards scalable content-based video retrieval systems. First, we address video retrieval based on human face. We presented robust and efficient approaches for face-track extraction and face-track matching. The matching approach achieved competitive accuracy compared to state-of-the-art approaches while it is hundreds to thousands times faster. Second, we target video retrieval based on object categories appearing in videos. The goal is to improve accuracy with minimum annotation data required. We introduced an approach based on Multiple Instance Learning. Spatial information is taken into account to achieve a significant accuracy improvement. The proposed approaches are expected to be helpful in building scalable and comprehensive retrieval systems.
